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Introduction
This report has been prepared by Boffa Miskell Ltd for the Marlborough District Council as a part of
follow-on investigations from the Marlborough Landscape Study (2009). It identifies appropriate colour
palettes for buildings in Marlborough District landscapes.

The purpose of colour palettes is to protect, maintain and enhance the landscapes of Marlborough.
By contrasting and detracting from the colours present in the natural environment, built structures
have the potential to adversely impact on the visual qualities and natural characteristics of landscape
areas. To minimise this potential, adherence to or guidance from colour palettes would harmoniously
integrate new buildings into the landscape settings through the use of appropriate colour hues and
tonalities, and reflectivity.
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areas that have been addressed. These are; the ‘Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges’ and
‘Wairau Awatere Dry Hills’. Considerations for choosing colours for historic and traditional buildings are
also provided to follow for sites within the District of historical or cultural significance. Identified colour
charts have been provided for ‘Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges’, and ‘Wairau Awatere Dry
Hills’.

These colour palettes have been presented as a user-friendly format that provides for a degree of design
flexibility when choosing colours for a building. It is understood that the colour palettes are intended
to be used as a design control in areas of high visual amenity and outstanding natural landscapes, and
could be used as guidance for development in other areas of Marlborough.
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Methodology
The Marlborough District is characterised by two broadly distinctive landscape areas. For the purposes
of this report, these have been identified as the Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges, and the
Wairau Awatere dry hills and mountains. The Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges are areas of
predominantly native and exotic forested landcover, and in parts coastal influences. This creates a visual
character of deep colour tones such as greens, greys, browns, and purples/blues. There are also areas
of open landscapes with pasture and grasslands/scrub cover. Because of this range in broad landscape
colour tones, a reflectivity value range of 5% to 30% responds to this predominantly dark vegetated
landscape with some colours appropriate to open areas. It is possible that proposed building colours in
open areas could also be assessed in relation to surrounding planting proposals.

The Wairau Awatere Dry Hills area extends south from the Wairau River and inland to Molesworth
Station. This area is predominantly open dry pasture over gently rolling coastal hills. Extending inland,
the landscape becomes more rugged and mountainous with indigenous grassland and scrub cover. This
creates landscapes of mid-tone colours such as greens, ochres/browns, and greys/mauves. Patches of
dark shelterbelts, forestry and remnant native vegetation are also present creating sporadic contrast
points in this landscape. A lighter reflectivity value range of 13% to 40% responds to this predominantly
open landscape with some darker colour tones. As part of this area, the cluster of buildings at Molesworth
Station has been identified as a unique historical feature which has its own tradional colour palette.

The perception and appreciation of colours in the landscape is to an extent a subjective response. This
is also the case when selecting colours for buildings. The purpose of providing a colour palette for the
District is to maintain and enhance a sense of aesthetic coherence in high visual amenity landscapes
[Resource Management Act (RMA), Section 7(c)], and to ensure that any development in outstanding
natural landscapes is appropriately designed [RMA, Section 6(b)]. Colour properties can also be
analysised objectively. Colour is made up of attributes such as hues (redness, yellowness, blueness,
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etc), tonality (lightness and darkness of colours through greys), weight (comparative degree of colour
saturation and visual presence) and reflectivity (percentage of light that is reflected). Colour attributes
can be visually reproduced through red, green and blue (RGB) values in photograph and print media,
and translated into proportions of pigments in paints.

The method used to select colours for the

Marlborough District involved visiting and photographing the District, and taking electronic RGB colour
samples from representative landscape photographs using a ‘Find a Colour’ online tool. These provided
closest matches to the British Standard 5252 paint colour range. From these colours, palettes have been
refined to create a range that provides for design flexibility and an overall colour cohesiveness that is
attractive and responsive to the colours of the landscapes. As described previously, limits for reflectivity
values have been set as a broad guide for colours, and colours that express the vegetation, earth and/or
coastal colour tones and hues have been used.

BS5252 has been used in this report to provide a consistent and standardised colour classification
system that most paint supply companies can provide the colours from. The proposed colour palettes
are a selection of colours from BS5252. It is acknowledged that BS5252 only provides for a limited
range of colours and that other colour charts are available with similar colours. Any proposed variations
to colours can be assessed through the processing of consent applications. Where resource consents
are required for buildings, it is also possible for colour proposals to form part of a package of consent
conditions including planting proposals which should consider co-ordinating colour schemes with the
setting and proposed surroundings of buildings.
When selecting from the colour palettes designers and homeowners should consider the following
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factors that can influence the appearance of colours in the landscape:
• Weather conditions - Direct sunshine increases the saturation and reflectivity of colours whereas
dull days soften tonal contrasts and reduce the appearance of different hues. Wet and dry surfaces
create different colour effects.
• Seasonal variations - Through a year sunlight angles and temperatures change. This can affect;
light reflectivity, visibility in different weather conditions, and vegetation change in the landscape.
• Direction and angle of light - The appearance of colours and landscapes change as daylight rises
and falls.
• Angle of view - Viewpoint locations of people towards buildings influences the appearance of
colours.
• Viewing distance - The closer a viewer is to a building the more saturated colours appear. From a
distance, colours become diffused and greyer in appearance.
• Building design form - Surface angles, materials and forms affect reflectivity as well as the visual
integration of buildings into landscapes.
• Setting and contexts - Visibility of colours is relative to existing colours, textures and patterns
surrounding a building. The location and aspect of a building can influence how a colour is
perceived in the landscape.

The selection of building materials has not been addressed in this report. If unpainted surfaces and
materials are proposed then these should be assessed against the reflectivity and colour palettes to
ensure a building proposal does not adversely visually impact on its landscape setting. Different building
materials have varying reflectance properties which influences the reflectivity of light from a material
surface (and texture). The selection of building forms and materials, colours and site planting proposals
should be considered as a whole, and potential visual effects of these elements assessed by designers,
property owners and the Council when preparing and processing consent applications where required.
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Landscape Character Areas Map
Two distinct landscape areas of the Marlborough District:

Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges

Wairau Awatere Dry Hills and Inland Mountains

Areas not covered by guidelines

Molesworth Station

District Boundary
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Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges

Representative Photographs
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Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Ranges

Reflectivity value range from 5% to 30%.
The colours shown are indicative only . For accurate representations of these colours, paint suppliers should be consulted.
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Wairau Awatere Dry Hills and Inland Mountains

Representative Photographs
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Wairau Awatere Dry Hills and Inland Mountains

Reflectivity value range from 13% to 40%
The colours shown are indicative only . For accurate representations of these colours, paint suppliers should be consulted.
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Colours for Historic/Traditional/Cultural Buildings and Structures
There are many historic buildings and structures in the Marlborough landscape. Some of these are identified and
recognised by the Council, the Historic Places Trust and the Department of Conservation and have Management
Plans prepared that have researched and identified colours that are appropriate to the historic values of the
buildings. Other buildings have not necessarily had a depth of research undertaken to determine appropriate
heritage colour schemes but are nonetheless painted with appropriate colours . For example, there are traditional
farm houses which have colours schemes that are part of existing rural vernacular character such as homestead
white with a red oxide roof. Should situations occur where these buildings require resource consents, careful
consideration should be given to the historic values of the building and settings as well as any potential visual
impacts on the landscape values of the surroundings.

Consultation with local iwi over the cultural significance of building colours has not taken place as part of
the preparation of this report.

It is however recognised that traditional Maori buildings and structures are

likely to have particular colours of significance and appropriateness. These are likely to be different from the
colours recommended in the colour palettes although reflectvitiy values may be consistent. Colours of cultural
significance should be carefully considered in relation to cultural values as well as any potential visual impacts
on the landscape values of the surroundings.

The above historic, cultural and traditional examples illustrate that at times divergence from the proposed colour
palettes could be appropriate as part of recognising the heritage and cultural values of some buildings and
structures in the landscape.
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Wairau Awatere
Dry Hills & Inland
Mountains

Roofing Colours
Marlborough Sounds
& Richmond Ranges
The following colours are selected from the Colorsteel colour range and are

Stone | Near BS12B19

Mist Green | BS12B21

Stone | Near BS12B19

Mist Green | BS12B21

based on the natural hues in the landscape. These colours act as a guide and are
complementary to the colours chosen for the Wairau Awatere Dry Hills and Inland

Lignite | Near BS08B27

Rivergum | Range of BS14C35, 37, 39

Lignite | Near BS08B27

Rivergum | Range of BS14C35, 37, 39

Mountains and the Marlborough Sounds and Richmond Range landscape areas in
previous pages of this colour palette. Colorsteel is not the only supplier of roofing

Lichen | Btw BS10B23, 21

Sandstone Grey | Near BS06A07

Lichen | Btw BS10B23, 21

Sandstone Grey | Near BS06A07

or cladding materials. The selection opposite represents a range of colours that
could be colour-matched to other suppliers using the closest British Standard 5252

Grey Friars | Near BS00A13

New Denim Blue | Near BS18B27

Pacific Blue | Near BS18C39

New Denim Blue | Near BS18B27

Colours specified. We acknowledge that Colorsteel and similar products are also
utilised as a cladding material, in this instance the colours recommended in this

Sorrel | Near BS08B25

Permanent Green | Near BS14D45

Storm Blue | BS20C39

Permanent Green | Near BS14D45

palette would be suitable. An example of how to read the adjacent colour swatch
is illustrated below:

Scoria | Near BS04C39

Smokey | Near BS16A07

Grey Friars | Near BS00A13

Smokey | Near BS16A07

Example Colour Swatch
Straw | Near BS08C33

Sorrel | Near BS08B25

Representation of colour

Spring Green | Near BS14C37

Colorsteel Colour Name
Ivorie* | BS08B17

Bone White * | BS10A03

Gull Grey* | BS02A03

Desert Sand * | BS08B17

Gable Green | BS16A11

Kelp | Btw BS12B27, 29

Stone | Near BS12B19
Mirage | Near BS18D44

Thunder Grey | Near BS10A11

Karaka | Btw BS10B29 12B29

Ebony | BS18B29

Indigo Blue | BS18B27

Iron Sand | Btw BS10B29 & 08A14

* Lighter roofing colours (marked *) are considered more
appropriate for areas where exposed limestone and chalk
geology form lighter hues in the landscape. There may be
other areas in South Marlborough where lighter roof colours
are also appropriate. These colours have a reflectivity value
range from 48%- 53%.

Closest British Standard 5252 Colour

Cultural Heritage Colours
It is recommended that owners of historic buildings give careful consideration to
new colour schemes. For some heritage buildings the roofing colours specified
in this palette may not always be appropriate. When selecting heritage colours
the historic values of the building and its setting should be taken into account,
as well as any potential visual impacts on the landscape. For example, traditional

Reflectivity value range from 10% to 42%. The

Reflectivity value range from 5% to 34%. The colours shown

colours shown are indicative only . For accurate

are indicative only . For accurate representations of these

representations of these colours, paint suppliers

colours, paint suppliers should be consulted.

character such as the red roofs of the iconic Molesworth Station Homestead and
outbuildings (page 12).

should be consulted.
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